
Supplementary Material for Simple Black-box Adversarial Attacks

S1 Experiment on CIFAR-10
In this section, we evaluate SimBA and SimBA-DCT on a ResNet-50 model trained on CIFAR-10. Both attacks remain
very efficient on this new dataset without any hyperparameter tuning.

Figure S1 shows the distribution of queries required for a successful targeted attack to a random target label. In
contrast to the experiment on ImageNet, the use of low frequency DCT basis is less effective due to the reduced image
dimensionality. Both SimBA and SimBA-DCT perform similarly, with SimBA-DCT having a slightly heavier tail.

Table S1 shows aggregate statistics for the attack on CIFAR-10. Both methods achieve a success rate of 100% when
limited to a maximum of 10, 000 queries. The actual required queries is much fewer, with both methods averaging to
approximately 300 queries, matching the median. SimBA-DCT has a slightly worse performance compared to SimBA due
its query distribution having a slightly heavier tail. Nevertheless, the average query count is in line with state-of-the-art
attacks on CIFAR-10. For instance, AutoZOOM achieves a mean query count of 259 with an average L2-norm of 3.53.
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Figure S1: Histogram of number of queries required until a successful targeted attack on CIFAR-10 (over 1000 target
images).

Attack Average queries Median queries Average L2 Success rate
SimBA 322 297 2.04 100%

SimBA-DCT 353 312 2.21 100%

Table S1: Average query count for SimBA and SimBA-DCT on CIFAR-10.

S2 Additional image samples for attack on Google Cloud Vision
To demonstrate the generality of our evaluation of the Google Cloud Vision attack, we show 10 additional random images
before and after perturbation by SimBA. In all cases, we successfully remove the top 3 original labels.
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Figure S2: Additional adversarial images on Google Cloud Vision.
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